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Abstract: The Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy has infinitely many Hamilto-
nian pairs, the «th pair of them is associated with Ln, where L is the pseudodiffer-
ential operator (PDO) [3,4]. In this paper, by the factorization Ln = Ln - - -L\ with
Lj, j = !,...,« being the independent PDOs, we construct the Miura transformation
for the KP, which leads to a decomposition of the second Hamiltonian structure in
the nth pair to a direct sum. Each term in the sum is the second structure in the
initial pair associated with Lj. When we impose a constraint (1.9) (i.e. a new type
of reduction) to the KP hierarchy, we obtain the similar results for the constrained
KP hierarchy. In particular the second Hamiltonian structure for this hierarchy is
transformed to a vastly simpler one.

1. Introduction

It has been known that the wth Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) type (also called the
Gelfand-Dickey) hierarchy associated with a scalar nih order differential operator

L = dn + Un-iff1-1 + + MO, d = d/dx (1.1)

has many remarkable properties, among them we are specially interested in the
following.

1. Equations in the hierarchy have the bi-Hamiltonian structures and infinitely
many conserved quantities (see [1,2,4]).

2. There exists a Miura transformation relating the equations to the modified
equations. By the Miura transformation the second Hamiltonian structure of the
«th KdV type equations is transformed to a vastly simpler one (essentially just
d/dx) on an appropriate space of the modified variables. This is what we call the
Kupershmidt-Wilson (KW) theorem [5]. A short proof of this theorem was then
given by Dickey [4,6].

3. There exists a remarkable connection between the second Poisson brackets of
the KdV type equations and the so-called Wn algebra in the conformal field theory.
The Miura transformation plays an important role in the construction of the free
field realization of the W algebra (see [7, 8] and references therein).
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As we understand, one of the main steps in the proof of the KW theorem is to
factorize the operator L in a multiplication form [4, 5, 6]

L = ΣUJ& = (d + vn)(d + !>„_!> . . . (3 + »! ) , (1.2)
y=o

with un — 1, w w _ι = 0 and X^y = 0. This yields an expression for each HJ as a
differential polynomial in ΌJ, j — !,...,«,

M; = βyO>ι,.. .t>ι«), 7 = 0,1,- . . , / ι - 2 . (1.3)

The substitution (1.3) given by the identity (1.2) is called the Miura transformation.
It is noted that the nih KdV type hierarchy can be reduced from the Kadomtsev-

Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy. The latter is based on the pseudodifϊerential operator
(PDO) [9,10,11]

L = d + uιd-l+u2d-2 + - , (1.4)

and is written in the Lax representation

Lta=[Bm,L], m=l,2,..., (1.5)

where Bm — L™ and L*± denote respectively the differential and the residual parts
of Lm. The coefficients Uj, j = 1,2,... are understood as the functions of infinitely
many variables t = ( t \ , t^ . . .) with t\ — x.

The /7th reduction is the constraint condition

Ln=Bn, or (L")-=Q (1.6)

on coefficients of Ln. The reduction leads the KP hierarchy to the nih KdV type
hierarchy

Bnttm = [Bm,Bn], m φ 0(mod n) . (1.7)

Recently we have shown that the KP hierarchy admits another type of reduction
(called the constraint) [12-17], According to [16, 17], such a constraint can be put
into compact form,

Ln=Bn+qd-lr, or Ln_=qd'lr (1.8)

on coefficients of Ln and the KP hierarchy is constrained to

*tm = ~(B*mr\ (1.9c)

m = 1,2,3,... ,

where for an operator A = X^βyδ7, A* = ^(—dyaj denotes the formal adjoint to
A. From now on, for any operator F and a function /, (Ff) has the meaning
that the operator F acts on /, this is not the product of two operators, F and the
multiplication operator /.
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The constrained KP hierarchy (1.9) includes many well-known systems, such as
the AKNS hierarchy (n = 1), the hierarchy of the Yajima-Oikawa (YO) equa-
tions and many others [12-17]. They also share many features with other in-
tegrable systems; for example (1.9) possesses the bi-Hamiltonian structures and
infinitely many conserved quantities (see [15,18,19]). However, there exist some
essential differences between the KdV type equations and the constrained equations.
It has been shown in [14,15,16] that the solution to the constrained KP hierar-
chy provides the explicit solution to KP itself, while the solution to the KdV type
hierarchy does not.

The idea of factorization has been generalized to the KP hierarchy by
Kupershmidt [20], where Ln is factorized in a multiplication form

L" =/,„£„_! • • • / , ! , (1.10)

with Lj,j=l,...,n being the independent first order PDOs. This factorization leads
us to a Miura transformation connecting the whole KP hierarchy and a modified
KP hierarchy which was proved to be a family of commuting flows [20]. However,
ref. [20] does not provide any information about the properties of the Hamiltonian
structures (particularly the second one) of the KP hierarchy under the Miura trans-
formation and only a special case of the factorization was discussed in detail.

The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the general factorization and the re-
sulting Miura transformations for the KP hierarchy, its restriction to the constrained
KP hierarchy and the properties of the correspondent Hamiltonian structures under
the Miura transformation. After a brief review of the Hamiltonian structures for the
KP and constrained KP hierarchies, we show, in Sect. 3, that the Miura transfor-
mation which resulted from the factorization (1.10) leads a decomposition of the
second Hamiltonian structure in the «th Hamiltonian pair of the KP hierarchy to a
direct sum. Each term in the sum is the second Hamiltonian structure of the initial
pair which corresponds to PDO Ly , where j — 1,... ,n. We will also show the gen-
eralized modified KP hierarchy as well as the comparison of these results with that
for the KdV type hierarchy.

In Sect. 4, we impose a constraint condition such that the constrained operator
in (1.9) is also factorizable and the KW theorem can be established for the con-
strained KP hierarchy, namely we first have a Miura transformation and a modified
hierarchy. Secondly we prove that the very complicated second Hamiltonian struc-
ture for the constrained KP hierarchy can be transformed to a much simpler one on
an appropriate space of the modified variables.

We have noticed that the second Hamiltonian structures for the KP hierarchy
is connected to the if-infinity algebra [21], while for an example of constrained
KP hierarchy it is identical to the wf^ algebra [19,23]. We hope the Miura trans-
formation discussed in this paper is helpful to the free field realization of these
algebras.

2. The KP and Constrained KP Hierarchies

2.1. The KP Hierarchy. In this subsection we briefly review some necessary results
for the KP hierarchy and its Hamiltonian structures. The construction of the KP
hierarchy can be found in [9,10,11] and its Hamiltonian structures are from [1-4].
We refer readers to these literatures for further information.
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The KP hierarchy (1.5) is a class of nonlinear evolution equations for infinitely
many dynamical variables MI, M 2 , . . . For example the first two flows read

(2.1)

and

W1./3 = MI.JCCC + 3M2,JCJt + 3l/3,x

(2.2)

If we eliminate M2 and M3 from (2.1) and (2.2) and rename t2 = y, ^ = t and
M = MI, we obtain the KP equation

(4ut — 12MM^ — uxxx)x — 3uyy = 0 . (2.3)

To construct the Hamiltonian structures for the whole KP hierarchy we introduce
a more general PDO as

L = d + MO + wiδ" 1 + M2a~2 + , (2.4)

and then Ln can be written as

Ln = dn + Vn-iff1"1 + ^-2<3"~2 + . (2.5)

When MO — 0 (i.e. t;w_ι = 0), I is reduced to the operator for the KP hierarchy.
We denote by si the differential algebra of polynomials in formal symbols

{f|y)},,^ 7) = dJVi/dxJ. For the Lie algebra ,̂ we take the Lie algebra of the fol-
lowing vector fields:

d v^ V^ (/) /o /:\a = Σ Σai TT7T' (2 6)

in eδ/ with the commutator

where a — (an-\9 αw_2,...), etc. Each vector field da is known to be in one-to-one
correspondence with the operator

n-l

— oo

The dual space consists of operators

n-\

-lXj, (2.9)
— 00

and the coupling is

a,X) = fres(aX)dx = fΣajxjdx > (2 10)
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where for any operator^ = Σ^/δ7', res^ = A-\. The Hamiltonian mappings, //n(
and Hn(^ based on Ln are defined by

]_ - [L"+,X-]+ , (2.11)

and

/Γ(0) (X) = (LnX)+Ln - Ln(XLn)+

n)_ - (LnX)_Ln , (2.12)

for any operator X of the form (2.9).

For a functional /= f f(v)dx, v = (vn-\, vn_2, ) and Vj are the coefficients
of ZΛ We define

(2.13)

With two Hamiltonian mappings, two Poisson brackets can be formulated which are

ti»dx' (2'14)

and
. / A f \ λn

'-dx . (2.15)

Since n is arbitrary, therefore we have an infinite series of the Hamiltonian pairs.
The Hamiltonians of the KP hierarchy corresponding to two Hamiltonian structures
in the τ?th pair are

hm = fresLm+ndx , (2.16)
m -f n

and

gm = —fresLmdx . (2.17)
m

It should be noted that, on one hand the first Hamiltonian structure reduces to
vn-ι = 0 automatically, but the second one is reducible if and only if the coefficients
of (2.13) satisfy

res[l«,f]=0. (2.18)

On the other hand, when the condition of nih reduction (1.6) is assumed the
Hamiltonian structures in the nih Hamiltonian pair for the KP are reduced to these
for the nih KdV type hierarchy, but for the second Hamiltonian structure the equation

(2.19)

must be taken into account if the second leading coefficient of Bn is restricted to
be zero.

2.2. The Constrained KP Hierarchy. The so-called constrained KP equations were
first proposed in [12-17]. By the identification of a symmetry of KP to its symmetry
generator, the Lax pair and the adjoint Lax pair were constrained to integrable
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nonlinear equations. It was then observed in [16,17] that such a constraint can be
put into a compact form of (1.8) on the PDO in the framework of Sato theory.
The simplest example is for n— 1, the constrained system (1.9) coincides with the
AKNS hierarchy, while for n — 2 we obtain the YO hierarchy which includes the
equation of [24,25]

r/2 = -r«-2tiιr; (2.20)

and
3 3

2

3
T5 j + - (qxr - qrx)x

(2.21)

as the first two nontrivial flows. More examples in the constrained KP hierarchy
can be found in [12-17]. The Hamiltonian structures for the first few constrained
systems were given in [16] and in general were discussed in [18,19]. By a direct
calculation the Hamiltonian structures for the «th constrained KP hierarchy can be
obtained from results of [3,4] for the KP, namely by restricting the operator Ln of
(2.5) to be

Ln = dn + vn^dn-1 + - - - + t?o + qd~lr , (2.22)

such that the other coefficients are expressed in terms of q, r and their derivatives
t -y = (-iyq(dj~lr)/(dxj-1). The Poisson brackets (2.14) and (2.15) are then re-
duced to [18,19]

and

nbq V δry δr\"δq
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for any functionals /= ff(vn^ι,...,VQ,q,r)dx, etc. We emphasize here again that
for an operator F and a function /, (Ff) is understood as the operator F acts on
/, (while Ff means the product of two operators F and /).

Once vn-\ = 0 is imposed, we find that (2.23) is automatically reduced while
for (2.24), the coefficients δf/δυn-ι and δg/δvn-ι of δf/δLn and δg/δLn should be
expressed in terms of other coefficients through [12],

res \Bn + qd~lr, |£j = res \Bn + qd~lr9 ^1=0. (2.25)

The following gives two explicit examples which were first derived in [16] by
using the Lax approach.

Example 1: n — 1. In this case

L = 8 + vQ + qd~lr , (2.26)

and the two Poisson brackets are given by

with δf/δV = (δf/δv0,δf/δq,δf/δr)τ, etc. and (,} is denoted by (a,b) = Σajbj
for any a = (a\, . . . , an+2), b — (b\, . . . , bn+2) The two Hamiltonian operators read

/ O 0 0\
Λ(oo) = I 0 0 1 , (2.28)

Vo -i o/
and

/ d q -r \

(2.29)

— rd~lr

where δi = d + VQ, d\ — — d 4- 1;0.
If we reduce the Poisson brackets to the submanifold VQ — 0, we have the Pois-

son brackets still in the form (2.27) but with δf/δV = (δf/δq,δf/δrf, etc. and

j(oo) _ ( 0 i λ mmA - ^_ 1 Q j , (Z.JUj

,m / 2^-^ -d-2qd~lrA =( *\lι Λ\-d-2rd~lq rd~lr

In the reduction of second Poisson bracket one should use

res 8-\- qd~lr,~ =0
I δL\

to express δf/δvQ in terms of δf/δq and <5//<5r through

and a similar expression for
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One finds that (2.30) and (2.31) coincide with the Hamiltonian operators in the
AKNS hierarchy.

Example 2: n = 2. In this case we only give the results on the submanifold v\ = 0.
The operator Z,2 then takes the form

L = d2 + v + qd~lr , (2.33)

and the Poisson brackets are in the form of (2.27) but with the Hamiltonian oper-
ators [16]

( 25 0 0\

0 0 1 , (2.34)

0 -1 O/

and

( J 3qd + qx 3rd + rx \

3qd + 2qx -3qd~lq 2(&+ v) + 3qd~lr \ , (2.35)

3rd + 2rx -2(d2 +1?) + 3rd~lq -3rd~lr J

where
y = 53 + 4t;5-f 2^ . (2.36)

3. Modifying the KP Hierarchy and the Second Hamiltonian Structure

Let us start our discussion on the modification of the KP hierarchy. We still take
the PDO in the form of (2.4) so that

L" = d" + Όn-tff1-1 + Vn-2d"-2 + '" , (3-1)

and finally consider the reduction to υn-\ = 0. For a fixed integer n, we factorize
Ln to the following multiplication form

L" =£„£„_! •••!! , (3.2)

where

Lj = d + UΛO + vJ9id~l + vj,2d~2 + - - , j = 1,. . .,n , (3.3)

are PDOs having the same form as I in (2.4) and independent of each other.
Compare coefficients of the same powers in both sides of (3.2); all coefficients Vj
of Ln can be expressed as differential polynomials in vltk [20]:

Vn-\ =

Όj=Fj(Όiίk), y = n -2,11 -3,... . (3.4)

We call this expression the Miura transformation for the KP hierarchy. We also
note that from (3.4) the condition of vn-\ = 0 is equivalent to
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Proposition 3.1. The second Poisson bracket in the nth pair for the KP hierarchy
is expressed by

ίΛ0}(0) - Σ/res (7̂  |f) lj-lj ί^Lj] } ^-dx . (3.5)
7=1 \ V °LjJ+ \OLJ J +J °LJ

Proof. We first express δf/δLj in terms of δf/δLn by

s? r fδf\rτnj v^ r °f ?τδf = /res \Ί7;}δLdx = Σ/res — δLj

ς r

= /Σres 77^« ' ' 'Lj+\δLjLj-\ - Lιdx

ζ r

= /Σres^ -ι '-Lι—Ln- Lj+}δLjdx .

This expression implies that

oo,-2) (3.6)

where 7^(— oo, — £) contains all of the operators of the form ^Ik

OQajd
j . From (3.6)

we find

= L j L L n LJ+!, modΛ(-oo,-l). (3.7)

By using this equation, the right hand side of (3.5) is

Use (3.7) respect to #, and take the sum we can reach the left hand side of (3.5).
Note that each term on the right-hand side of (3.5) represents the second Poisson

bracket associated with the operator Lj in (3.3) with the correspondent second
Hamiltonian mapping

HX) = (LjX)+Lj - Lj(XLj)+ , (3.8)

defined for any operator of the form X = Σ<L00d~ i~1XJ.
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Thus we conclude that the factorization (3.2) leads to a decomposition that
decomposes the second Hamiltonian structure in the nih Hamiltonian pair of the KP
hierarchy to the direct sum of the second Hamiltonian structures in the initial pairs
which are associated with PDOs LjJ — !,...,«.

Restricting the above Proposition to the «th KdV type hierarchy, we find that
the factorization (1.2) leads to the same decomposition but each term is the second
Hamiltonian structure corresponding to the operator Zy — <9 + Vj. However the sec-
ond Hamiltonian operator corresponding to this type of trivial operator L — d -f v is
simply d/dx9 which is nothing but the first Hamiltonian operator of the KdV type
hierarchy.

Proposition 3.2. The condition (2.18) is equivalent to

X f - \

I ' =0 (3.9)
°Lj\

ifLn is factorίzed by (3.2), namely (3.5) is reducible to vn-\ = 0 (ί.e. ΣjLi^ o — 0)
if (3.9) is taken into account.

Proof. By using (3.6) and (3.7) we have

Proposition 3.3. If the Hamiltonian gm = %fτesLmdx in (2.17) of the KP hierarchy
Ltm = [Bm,L] = H"(Q\δg/δLn) with respect to the second structure is expressed
in terms of the modified variables {vk,j} by the Mίura transformation, then the
correspondent modified equations mil be

T _ zτ m . 1 ? π l f ),
Lj,tm — ™j I TΓ" J ' J— l>Z> >n > (J.LV)

\ OLj J

where Hf} is in (3.8).

Proof. This is a corollary of Proposition 3.1.
Since δgm/δLn = Lm~n (see Dickey's book [4]) and (3.6), we find

y™ T T τm—nτ j ί1ΛΛ\
-r— = Ly _ι L\L Ln -Lj+ι, ( J - A A )

with L = (LnLn-\ - Zι)1//π, so we have

Proposition 3.4. Equations in (3.10) can be written as

Lj,tm = Pj,mLj - LjPj.lm, y' =!, . . . ,*, (3.12)

with
Pj,m = (Lj L,Lm-lLn Lj+l)+ , (3.13)
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namely (3.10) can be written in the Lax form

4, = [P, ΐ] ,
where

I 0 Ln \

L =

Ui

Define a cyclic permutation

ί2 ! LI —^ L2, L2 —* L^.,... ,Ln

671

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

so Ln

Ω — L\Ln ...Li, and similarly we have Ln

Qj(Ln

Qn = Ln);Pj^m is then given by

p. _ ίrn W /3 i γ Λ
1 j,m — V Ω / / + ' V^ 1 ' /

Thus the Lax equations coincide with these in [20]. Equation (3.17) can easily been
proved because

Qj] " = (LJ '

LI (Ln - - - L\)m Ln -

( m—n
Lj- Lι(Ln- Lι) n Ln

m — n

Lι(Ln Lι) " Ln Lj+ι . (3.18)

It should also be noted that the KP hierarchy and the Hamiltonian gm are invariant
under the cyclic permutation (3.16) because of (3.12) and (3.18). The latter means

/V X = /ΓeS (LΩj) "
(3.19)

Let us see an explicit example. Let

L — (3.20)

where the PDO L is in (1.4) (i.e. the operator without zero order term) and so
LI, Z/2 are in the form

= d + v + vιd +v2d H . (3.21)
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Compare coefficients of δ7 from both sides of (3.20). We express HJ in terms of
Vk and Wk

LU\ — —Vx —

2u2 = v2 + Ή

2^3 = ι?3 + y

1
+ -2u\

• V -h Ui -t- W] ,

1
^2 - 2 l^i^

1
^3 - 2<>2 -W>2.

^i - WI) Λ + 2ϋj

x,)-^!-^;

)x -ϋ(ϋ2 - w 2 )4

1
4

1
)+ 2^** + ̂

1
.-(u j-wO,

2 1 2 /
+ 2ϋ ^1 +

1 1 3 2 1 2 1 2

-4^-2^-4^-4^ ~2^'

etc. (3.22)

The first few operators PO,™ — Bm and Pι?m are list below

3 (κ2 + κu) ,

3 (w2 + ΰ l t X ) , (3.23)

where MI, 1/2, w3 are given by (3.22) and MI, 1^2,1/3 are obtained from wy by the
cyclic permutation v — > -1^,1^1 —>wι,V2—>W2 For example MI reads 2wι = -^ -
t^2 H- ϋi -f wi . The second and the third flows can be calculated. They are

(3.24)

and

- - - - 2 -Γ -f

_ 3 3
Vl,t3-VιtXXX V2,xx V^x -VXV},X -Vι,x(Vι W\)

: — 3 1
3 2

' L ry" " l,X 5

3 3

4- 3wιfι ? J C + 3^w2 — -f2wι9 j c. (3.25)
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Eliminating u2, vt>2, 1^3, w3 from (3.24) and (3.25) and renaming ί2 = y, h — t,
we find

1 3 2 3 a _! 3 ,
vt = -^v^ - -vzvx + -d vyy + -υx(vι + wι) ,

NU = 4^ι,jcα + 4^~1t;i,^ + -^(iλ^O^-h -(tf iwOj- 2υ2vι>x>

wu = 4wi,x» + 4δ~lwι,^ ~ 25"1 ̂ Wl^ + 2 (Wli;ι^ ~ 2ϋ2wu ' ^3'26^

One can check directly that when (ι;, v\,w\) solves (3.26), both

2 --

ΰ = -^ - i;2 + vι -f wi , (3.27)

solve the KP equation. We call the system (3.26) the generalized modified KP
equation.

If we restrict L\ = d — v, then the modified KP equation (3.26) is reduced to
the usual modified KP equation given by Konopelchenko and Dubrovsky [22],

vt = -^vxxx -h -S~lvyy - -v2vx -f ^vxd~lvy , (3.28)

and the correspondent Miura transformation is reduced to the well-known one of
[22],

2u = vx-v2 + d~lv9 (3.29)

namely the Miura transformation of [22] can be obtained by factorizing the PDO
in a special case [20]

L2 = (d + v + v^~l + v2d~2 + •) (δ - u) . (3.30)

It would be very interesting to solve the generalized modified KP equation in (3.26)
and derive the correspondent solution to the KP equation. We leave this problem
for later investigation.

4. The KW Theorem for the Constrained KP Hierarchy

In this section we concentrate on the modification of the constrained KP hierarchy
and establish the KW theorem for this hierarchy.

4.1. The Miura Transformations and Second Hamiltonian Structure. We factorize
the constrained PDO Ln of (2.22) in the following multiplication form:

Ln = dn + iv-iδ"-1 + + ι>o + qd~lr

= (d + pn)(d + pn-ι) - (5 + p2)(d + Pl + ̂ -!r). (4.1)
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This factorization yields an expression for all ΌJ, q and r as differential polynomials
in pj,q and f

vj = Qj(Pn, .,pι,q,f), j = l , . . . , / ι - 1 ,

r = f , (4.2)

which is called the first level Miura transformation.
It is noted that the restriction condition vn-\ — 0 is equivalent to

0, (4.3)
7=1

because of the factorization. The problem we are going to investigate is first to sim-
plify the second Hamiltonian structure of (2.24) by using the Miura transformation
and then to derive the motion of equations for the modified variables.

Proposition 4.1. By the first level Miura transformation (4.2), the second Poίsson
bracket (2.24) is transformed to

j=\opj \opjj x δpi V Sq δf

_ (**L _ f*£] A _ δ-Ldl

δA +

 δ.Ld*
δA

\ δq δf J δp\ δq δf δf l δq

δq δf) \^δq δf
dx, (4.4)

which is in terms of variables pj,q and r, where d\ — d + p\, d\ — — d + p\.

Proof. Equation (4.4) can be derived simply by the application of Proposition 3.1
and the result of Example 1 in Sect. 2 by letting

Z,π = β +/?„,..., L2 = d + p2, LI = d + pι +qd~lf . (4.5)

Proposition 4.2. The condition that admits the restriction to the submanίfold (4.3)
is given by

~f^
namely, by the condition (4.3), δf/δpn,..., δf/δp\ δf/δq and δf/δf are no longer
independent.

To write down the Poisson bracket (4.4) explicitly under the condition (4.3),
we introduce the new variables by

w = Λ p , (4.7)

where w = (WΛ, w w _i , . . . , w\ )Γ, p = (pn, pn-1,.. , p\ f and

' " '
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is an n x n matrix with λ = exp(^) (i.e. the elementary root of λn = 1). This
matrix satisfies

(4.9)
n

because Σ!j=\λkJ — n for k = 0 (mod n) and = 0 for other cases, where

£,-! = ( ••' ) - (4.10)
V i /

From the transformation (4.7), we have

n n

(4 π)

%=Λg, (4.12)

in particular

^— — V — ^J— — \^^J— (A Ί 3 ϊ

From Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) we find that condition (4.3) is equivalent to wn — 0
and (4.6) becomes

In conclusion if we restrict the second Poisson bracket to the submanifold (4.3) or
equivalently to wn = 0, the term δf/δwn must be expressed in terms of δf/δq and
δf/δf through (4.14) and similarly for δg/δwn.

The transformation (4.7) has been used for the modification of the nth KdV type
hierarchy in [5]. In the present case we have

Proposition 4.3. The condition (4.3) (or wn = 0) leads the second Poisson bracket
(4.4) to the following:

x, (4.15)

, etc. , (4.16)

which is in terms of variables wn-\,...,w\,q,f, where

δf ί δf δf δf δf

δV \ δwn-\' ' δw\ δq ' δr

and

B C

with

B = -l-(*. - 1) , (4.18)
n\-r ... -r/zx^.!)
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and
I n-^qd-Vq -δ! - stl^-'A

C=\ , (4.19)
\3\-n^-lq n-^rd^r ) 2χ2

3! =d + p{ = S + Πf>7 . (4.20)
7=1

Let us see an explicit example of n — 2. The correspondent factorization reads

L2 = 32 +vld + VQ + qd~lr = (d + p2)(d + p! + qd~lr) , (4.21)

and the new variables wι,W2 are given by

w\ = ij(P\-p2\ ^2 = ^(P2 + P \ ) , (4.22)

because / = 1. Restricting to the submanifold υ\ = 0, or p\ + p2 = 0, or w2 = 0
we have the first level Miura transformation

v = — wx — w2 -f gr ,

q = qχ + Wq, r = f , (4.23)

where i; = I Q, w = wi . By (4.23) the correspondent Hamiltonian operator ^°^ in
(2.35) is transformed to

-r

-2dι - 3qd~lr , (4.24)

which is in terms of the modified variables w,^,r, where d\ = d — w. Namely
in (2.35) and A(*} in (4.24) are related by [23]

M[A(?\M( , (4.25)

where M[ is the Jacobian

M( = p*g- . (4.26)
δ(w,q,r)

In the following, we show the second level Miura transformation which simpli-
fies further the second Hamiltonian structure (4.15).

Proposition 4.4. Define the second level Miura transformation by

(wπ-ι,...,wι,^,r) -> (wΛ_ι,...,wι,y+,y_) , (4.27)

with

J+ = ^ exp(-θ), J- = rexp(θ), θx = α^ wy , (4.28)
7=1

and α έe/wgf α constant, the Poisson bracket (4.15) w then transformed to

x , (4.29)
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with δf/δ V — (δf/δwn-\ , . . . , δf/δw\ , δf/δJ+, δf/δJ- ). The Hamiltonian operator

A^ depends on the parameter α which has two interesting choices. In the case of

α = — 1, A^ takes the form

. (4-30)

(4.31)

In the case of α = J -^ — 1, we have

Af=( f"/^ "^JT\ , (4-32)
\ __ι 2n j c I

with

J=( ) . (4.33)
. — J— . . . —J_

C H « 7 I , <«4,

(4.35)
« - i y=l

The proof is simply a direct calculation.
If we take n = 2, the Hamiltonian operators in (4.30) and (4.32) are reduced to

0

(4.36)

in the first case and

/ \d -J+ J- \
A(

2

} = J+ 0 ~8 - 2wι . (4.37)

\ —J_ —5 -f 2wι 0 /

in the second case.
We have seen that by the second level Miura transformation (4.27) and (4.28),

the Hamiltonian operator A2 in (4.32) for α = ^/2n/(n — 1) — 1 becomes very
simple, while for α = -1, it is in the form of the block diagonal matrix. The first
block is exactly the Hamiltonian operator for the modified rcth KdV type hierar-
chy, while the second block represents the second Hamiltonian operator for the
AKNS hierarchy. The following proposition indicates that in the case of α = — 1,

the Hamiltonian operator A2 in (4.30) can still be simplified.

= 0 2J+d-J+
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Proposition 4.5. For α = — 1, define the transformation

J+ = φ+ exp ξ, J_ = </>_ exp (-£), & = φ+ + 0_ , (4.38)

£/?£ Poisson bracket in terms of the variables (wn-ι9...,w\, </>+, (/>_) are given by

x (439)

with δf/δ V = (δf/δwn- 1 , . . . , δf/δw\ , δf/δφ+9 δf/δφ- ) αrcrf fλe Hamiltonίan
operator

(4.40)

where En-\ and £2 are the matrices of the form of (4. 10) w///z respectively the
order ofn-l and 2.

4.2. Modified Equations. In the following we derive the modified constrained KP
hierarchy and the correspondent Hamiltonians. The motion of modified equations in
terms the modified variables {/?/, q, r} can be derived from the general discussion
in (3.12) by restricting the operators Lj in the form of (4.5). An explicit example
is shown below.

Let L2 = L2L\ with L2 = d — w, L\ — d + w + ̂ "V as in (4.5). We then have
the first few operators P^m and P\^m in the form of (3.23) but with

2u\ = wx — w2 + qr ,

1
+ ww^ - wqr + ~ r - qrx) ,

etc., (4.41)

and

2wι = — W c — w2 -h ^r ,

3 A A-qr

etc. (4.42)

A Λ A A-w^ + wwx - wqr - -qχr - -qrx ,

From the equation

Lj,tm =PjtmLj-LjPj-ltm9 j = l , . . . ,/ ι , (4.43)

we have

- w2 + ̂ r)r , (4.44)
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and

l 1 3 3 , A Λ Λ A
-M^ - -W + - (^Γ - 0Γ

- 3qr) qχ - - (wxx + 2wwΛ -f 2w#r + qfx) q ,

^3 = fxxx + T (2W* - 2w2 4- 3gr) Γx + T (wxx ~ 2ww^ 4- 2w^r ~ qχf) f .

(4.45)

Equations (4.44) and (4.45) are the modified equations of (2.20) and (2.21) respec-
tively. The first level Miura transformation connecting them are given by

2u\ = wx — w2 + qf, q — qχ — wq, r — r . (4.46)

The second level Miura transformation in this case is given by

J+ = qexp(-θ), J- = rexp(θ), θx = ocw , (4.47)

where α is either —1 or 1 because n — 2.
When α — — 1 the correspondent motion of equation reads

/_-Z/4.Jί, (4.48)

and

1 _1 3 1 ( / _ / } -- 7
4 W **~2 W 4 ^ +'* ~ ~ + ~'χ)~2™+"

- 3 2

2

3 / ^ „ r r r r \ r
(Wvv — 2wWv -f 4viΛ/-f J_ -|- t/4- J— Y I J+ ,

2 v + + ,*; +

2

H— ( W V Y — 2wwY + 4wJ-L.J— — J-L- γ*/_)«/_ . (4.49)
2 v + +,* ) \ )

The Miura transformation from (2.20) and (2.21) to the above equations is

2uι =wx-w2+J+J- ,

q = (J+x - 2wJ+ )exp(θ), r = /_ exp(-θ), θx - -w . (4.50)
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When α = 1 we have

wt2 = ( J+ JL )x ,

x , (4.51)

and

- (wx + w1 + J+ /_) J+tX ,

- (wx - w2 -/+/_)/_,,, . (4.52)

The Miura transformation from (2.20) and (2.21) to (4.51) and (4.52) is given by

2u\ = wx — w2 -\- J+ J- ,

#), θx = w . (4.53)

Let us show the Hamiltonian for our modified equations. From the general
construction of the «th constrained KP hierarchy [18, 19], the Hamiltonians are given
by Hm — JresLw dx for the constrained PDO L. The first few of them for the second
constrained KP hierarchy are listed below

HO = fqrdx, HI = -f(qxr - qrx + u2)dx, etc. (4.54)

By the first level Miura transformation (4.46) these Hamiltonians are transformed
to

#o - f(qx ~ wq)rdx , (4.55)

#ι = 2 *H ̂  + 4fχx ~ 2Wχ^ ~ W^ ~ ̂  + 4 (w^ + w4

(4.56)

while by the second Miura transformation (4.47) we have for α = —1,

Ho = f(J+,x - 2wJ+ μ_ dx , (4.57)

w dx . (4.58)
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For α = 1,
HO = fJ+,xJ-dx , (4.59)

H\ = f \J+ίXXJ- +J+J-tXX - wJ+tXJ+- (wx - w2 +J+J-)2 dx . (4.60)

These are the Hamiltonians for the modified equations corresponding to each of the
Hamiltonian operators.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper we find that the factorization (3.2) of the nih power of the PDO Ln to
a multiplication form leads to the generalized Miura transformation for the KP hier-
archy which decomposes the second Hamiltonian structure in the nih pair to a direct
sum of the second one in the initial pair associated with the factors LJ9 j = !,...,«.
By the constraint (1.9), we obtained similar results for the constrained KP hierar-
chy, in particular the second Hamiltonian structure for the constrained KP hierarchy
becomes very simple by our Miura transformation.

It has been known that the second Hamiltonian structures for the integrable
systems, such as the KdV type and the KP hierarchies, provide the structures of
the so-called classical ^F-algebras in conformal field theory (see e.g. [7,8,21] and
references therein). The correspondent Miura transformations play an important role
in the construction of the free field realizations of the if-algebras. It would be
expected that the Miura transformations intensively discussed in this paper have
significance to the free field realizations of the PF-algebras associated with the KP
and the constrained KP hierarchies.
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